ABSTRACT. Let g(t) be a diffusion process in R", given by d¿¡ -U¿)dt + cr(£)dw.
six,0 = ---t^tt--, Six) = Six, x).
Aix,t)
We shall need the assumption: 
Set
(1.11) l(r)=r™>ds.
Ja s
Then a solution of (1.9) is given by (1.12) F(r) = f"e-,{s)ds;
the integral is convergent, by (1.3), (1.6) . Notice that (1.8) is also satisfied.
Hence (1.10) holds when F is given by (1.12). By Ito's formula and (1.10), if |x| > a then (1.13) ExF(\£(r)\) -ExF(\x\) = Ex JJ" Lf(£(s))ds < 0 where r is any bounded stopping time such that \£(s)\ > <x if 0 < s < r. Let ß > a, and let raa denote the exit time from the shell [y; a< \y\ < ß\. Denote by P (a) the probability that |f(/ao)| = <*■ (given £(0) = x) and by Px(ß) the probability that \€(raß)\ = ß (given £(0) = x). Setting r=T A raß in (1.13) and taking T -» oo, we get (since rag < oo a.s.; see Theorem 1 of [3]), F(a)Px(a)+Fiß)Pxiß)<Fi\x\).
Taking ß -» 00 and using the fact that F(ß) -* 0 if ß -» 00, we get (1.14) lim P(a)< fíEÍ.
y8-~ * ~ F(a)
Introduce the balls B = iy; |y| < pi (0 < p < 00) and the event (1.15) Q(a) = [^(r ) hits the ball Ba fot some t > 0{.
Then we can write (1.14) in the form:
(1.16) PxiSlia))<Fi\x\)/Fia).
Denote by tR the hitting time of the boundary of the ball BR by £(t). By Thus Í2 (a) is a subset of 0(a).
Let a< |x| < R. Since PjtR < oo( = 1, P (0*(a)) = P if it + tR) hits Ba at a sequence of times increasing to »I.
Using the strong Markov property, we get < E P. . Ma)) < EF{R)/Fia) = F(R)/F(a), -X b \Zp / "w here (1.16) has been used. Taking R -♦ °°> we get PX(Q (a)) = 0. This means that PÍ ljm |^0)|>al
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Since a is arbitrary, we get P /lim |£(/)| = ooj=l, '/-.00 "
i.e., (1.4) holds.
We shall now replace the condition (A,) by (A') As |x| -> oo,
where the matrix (a..) has at least three positive eigenvalues. For simplicity we have taken e(r) to be independent of z; but the subsequent results are unaffected if Ar) is allowed to depend on z.
Notice that the function t(r) = l/dogr) satisfies (2.2).
Theorem 2.1. Let (Aj), (A2), (A4) hold. Then, for any x £ Rn and for any ball Ba(z) = fy; \y -z\ < a\, a > 0, (2.3) P ¡rf (/) hits Ba(z) at a sequence of times increasing to oo| = 1.
Proof. We take, for simplicity, z = 0 and write Ba = Ba(0). We shall first construct a function fix) = Fir) foi r = \x\ > a such that (2.4) Lfix) > 0 if |x| > a. We shall now apply the first part of (1.13) to the present function F(r).
Making use of (2.4) and taking r = ra» A T, we get, after letting T -» <»,
Taking ß -> °° in (2.9) and using (2.8), we conclude that Pjß) -» 0 if ß -» «. By (2.10), r, < oo a.s. Hence, by the strong Markov property, Px(ax < oc) = Px(rx < oo, o-j < oo) = E^ftypCrj _»-,_«><.
• By Theorem 1 of [3], P^iffj -fj < 00) = 1 if \z\ < Rj. Since \£(r¿\ = a< Rj a.s., ' (<7i X 1 we get P.i°~, < 00) = 1.
We now proceed by induction. Assuming that r < oo a.s., we get P (a < oo) = P (r < oo, a < oo) = E E,,, . since P (a -r < oo) = 1 ¡f \z\ < R (by [3]). Next
ince, by (2.10), P (r ,-a < oo) = 1 for any z £ R", \z\ > a. as 772 -» 00, lim "ff =00; hence also lim " r =00. This completes the
proof of (2.3) (in case z = 0).
We shall now replace the condition (A4) by This example also shows that the behavior asserted in Theorems 1.1 and 2.1 does not depend exclusively on the dimension n. In fact, given any Ár) which converges to 0 as r -» oo, take g -(n -2 + t)/(r + t) (for all large r) in the above example. Then the behavior of f(i) does not depend on b; if f(r) > A/(logr) for some A > 1 then zf(/) wanders out to oo (i.e., (2.3) holds), whereas if e(r) < l/(logr) then f(f) visits any neighborhood at a sequence of times increasing to oo.
Meyers and Serrin [7] have introduced the conditions (A,), (A4) in studying the existence and uniqueness of bounded solutions u fot the exterior Dirichlet problem. When (A.) holds, they prescribe u at °°, but when (A4) holds they only require that u be bounded near ». The above example is taken from [7] . Let G be contained in a ball BR = iy; \y\ < RA].
We shall first prove a lemma.
Lemma 3.2. Let (Aj), (Bj), (B2) hold and let ß > R*. Then, for any x e G r\Bg, (3.7) pxté^ hüs the sei dBß for some í > 0} = 1.
Here Bß is the ball iy; \y\ < ß\ and dBß is its boundary.
Proof. We first construct a function g(x) -3>(R(x)) for x £ G D Bß, such that Let 3>(r) be a solution of (3.11) <P"(r) + cXr)<p'(r)/r=0 if 0 < r < rQ, (3.12) <D'(r)<0 if 0<r<rQ
where rQ = maxi 1 £ ^ Rix). Then, upon using (3.3), (3.9) we conclude that g(x) = $(R(x)) satisfies (3.8).
A solution of (3.11), (3.12) is given by (3.13) <!>(r)--f\Jj;e-^dt~\ds.
In view of (3.5), Denote by PXU) the probability that £iaeß) e G (given ¿i0) = x), and by Px(ß) the probability that £io(ß) e 3Bß (given rf(0) = x). Substituting r = fffa AT in We can now complete the proof, as in the case of Theorem 1.1, by taking R -► oo and noting that a can be arbitrarily large.
Theorem 3.3. Let (Aj), (Bj), (B2) and (A^) bold. Then for any x £ G the assertion (3.6) holds.
Proof. Proceeding as in the proof of Theorem 3.1, it remains to establish the estimate (1.14). We now perform a nonsingular transformation as in the proof of Theorem 1.2. Proof. For simplicity we take 2 = 0. Let R be any positive number such that R > a and such that G is contained in the interior of the ball BR. We shall prove: if x e dBR then (4.1) PJ£^ hits the bal1 Ba for some ' > 0i = 1.
Let 8 > 0 be sufficiently small so that 8 < eQ, the closed 8-neighborhood Gj of G lies in the interior of BR, and G g C\Ba = 0.
We shall construct a function f(x) = F(R(x)) in R"\gs such that we conclude that
where 6 is a constant independent of /3.
Notice that (4.5) implies that We can write /= f, , KiT, x, y)dy, J |y|sa / = Gad f , -^-r KiT, x, y)dy. 1 
J\y\>°-\y\d
We shall subsequently denote various positive constants by the same symbol C.
Substituting |y -x| = pyjT in the integral / and noting that py/T = |y -x| < 2a (since |y| < a, |x| < a), we get
Substituting |y -x| = p-\fT in the integral / and noting that pyjT = |y -x| > a/2 (since \y\ > a, |x| < a/2), |y| > b -*\ -W > pVT/2 (since |x| < a/4 < \y -x\/l),
we get since n -1 -d>-1. Substituting the estimates for I, J into (5.9), the assertion (5.8) follows.
Proof of Theorem 5.1. Without loss of generality we may assume that d < n.
We apply Lemma 5.3 with T = 2m, a = 2^m* where 772 is a positive integer suchthat |x|<2(m+1)e/4. We get Pxi\£it)\<te for some t, 2m < t < 2m + l\ < Px\\£it)\ < 2{m+l)e fot some / > 2m| < c[2(m+1)9/2m/2]¿< C2m(ô~^W Since 2 2m l < », the Bore 1-CanteHi lemma implies that, with probability 1, the sequence of events \\£(t)\ < t6 for some /, 2m < t < 2m+l\
(where ¿(0) = x) occurs only finitely often. Hence P \\£(t)\ > t9 for all 1 sufficiently large! = 1.
Since this is true also for Q replaced by any 6', 6 < 6 <Vi, the assertion of the theorem follows. o<e<1A. a n = 2, a diffusion process f(¿) may wander out to « at a rate > t , for any
